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Allen Jack+Cottier triumphs at architecture awards
Monday, 21 July 2008
Allen Jack+Cottier has won three major awards at the 2008 (AIA) Australian Institute
of Architects NSW Chapter Awards. Together with Rice Daubney and Group GSA (in
association with Civitas Urban Design and Planning), the practice won the Lloyd Rees Award
for Urban Design, for its work on the recently launched Rouse Hill Town Centre.
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Nominated A rchitects (NSW)
Glynn N Evans 2839
Michael Heenan 5264
Colin Janes 6995
Reginald Smith 3312
Peter Stronach 3372
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Two accolades were bestowed on the Recreation Hall at Berry Sports and Recreation Hall,
including the Award for Public Architecture, and the Blacket Prize for Regional Architecture.
AIA Architecture Awards honour excellence in all areas of architecture and are the
profession’s most prestigious awards. The Lloyd Rees Award is made annually by the
Australian Institute of Architects, NSW Chapter. The Award’s judges noted Rouse Hill Town
Centre’s “real success is the pattern of open streets and partially covered laneways that hark
back to traditional suburban shopping centres.”
“In the face of the many difficulties of retail investment this is a great achievement as it
establishes a new model for town centre development in NSW.”
Keith Cottier, Chairman of Allen Jack+Cottier and one of the Design Directors on the project
said: “This project presented us with a unique challenge: it provided the rare opportunity to
design both the buildings, and the public realm in which they stand.
“Our aim was to set a new benchmark for how people think about new town centres and the
retail world, both in Australia and internationally.”
The GPT Group’s $470 million Rouse Hill Town Centre sits at the heart of the 122-hectare
New Rouse Hill site in Northwest Sydney. The New Rouse Hill is a joint venture project
between GPT and Lend Lease and was developed within the context of a masterplan
prepared by Civitas Urban Design and Planning in partnership with the Department of
Planning and Landcom.
In addition to the new retail and commerce space, Rouse Hill Town Centre includes cinemas,
public spaces and a public transport hub. Through the joint venture between GPT and Lend
Lease, the town centre also features 104 residential apartments, learning spaces and the
Baulkham Hills Shire Council library.
The state government set the original vision for the Rouse Hill region and GPT extrapolated

on this vision, setting the architects and designers benchmark sustainability and urban space
targets.
Delivered for the NSW Department of Sport and Recreation, Berry Recreation HallI marks
back-to-back success for Allen Jack+Cottier, having garnered the Blacket Prize for Lake
Ainsworth Recreation Hall in 2007. In further winning the Award for Public Architecture, the jury
cited “a delightful, naturally lit and flexible space.”
The team of Principal Michael Heenan and Senior Associate John Whittingham revelled in the
building’s innovative use of concrete, and the notable influence of light. Large shards of glass
were set into the solid concrete wall, endowing the building with a new-found lightness and
life. “The light shafts change in intensity and colour throughout the day,” says Heenan. “In the
evening, the light source is reversed, and the building itself blends with the night sky.”
The jury further noted: “It shows the power of simple ideas well resolved and the role that
innovative design can play in lifting the ordinary to a degree of eloquence. It also shows
the importance of the role of the architect who worked closely with the fabricators and
contractors, the latter in a ‘hands on’ manner, throughout the building process.”
The NSW Department of Sport and Recreation conducted a comprehensive facilities planning
and asset management review process for all its centres throughout NSW. Allen Jack+Cottier
has been engaged to masterplan and design a selection of these facilities located at various
sites around New South Wales.
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